Hiking Safety tips:
- Agree on an emergency plan
- Tell a friend your plan
- Bring a friend
- Prepare for weather
- Protect yourself from the sun
- Stay on the Trail
- Wear proper hiking gear
- Know your limits. It’s ok to turn back.

Things to bring...
- Bring extra water and snacks
- Bring a first aid kit or emergency kit
- Layered clothing
- Comfortable shoes & socks
- Rain gear
- Sunscreen
- Flashlight
- Phone with extra battery pack

Check out the MWR Gear Locker for all of your Hiking Needs...
Backpack
Lanterns
Camping Gear
...and Much More

DSN: 763.5211
Commercial: 050.3363.5211
Email: MWRChinhaeRecreation@fe.navy.mil
Facebook: @KoreaFFR
How to get started…

Step 1 - Download your favorite hiking app. (Kakao Maps, ramblr, TRANNGLE)

Step 2 - Choose an area to explore

Step 3 - Find a Trail Head.

Step 4 - Enjoy your hike.

Once on hiking app, pan over to desired location. Once you zoom in, look for hiking trails. The more you zoom in, the more detailed the map gets with elevation and distance of the trails.

NOTE: Many hiking trails start in local parks or little paths hidden along a small side street.

Chinhae Area Hikes
- Jongbaksan Mountain
- Ungsan Mountain
- Daegoksan Mountain
- Cheonjusan Mountain
- Baegwolson Mountain

Busan Hikes
- Jangsan Mountain
- Geumnyeonson Mountain
- Baegyangsan Mountain
- Seunghaksan Mountain
- Sanseongsan Mountain

Geoje Hikes
- Garasan Mountain
- Nojanson Mountain
- Daegeumsan Mountain
- Yeondaebong Peak
- Gyeryongsan Mountain

National Parks
- Seoraksan
- Hallasan (Jeju)
- Jirisan
- Hallyeohaesang (Namhae)
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